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PROCESS OF GLOBAL ASSESSMENTS

Adapted global assessment (8 – 12 March 2010)

Preparation
- Self assessment
- Sectorial approach

During the mission
- Opinion of the other relevant institution

Final report (recommendation)
- Revision of the Law
- Centralization of the Office
- Development of the dissemination policy
PROCESS OF LIGHT PEER REVIEW

Light peer review (5-9 March 2012)

Preparation
- Self assessment
- Code of practice and coordination role of the NSI

During the mission
- Opinion of the other relevant institution

Final report (recommendation)
- Development of Principle 4: Quality commitment
- Strength the coordination role of MONSTAT
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN AGA AND LPR

- **Adopted global assessment**
  - Harmonization with EU standard;
  - Eurostat Statistical Compendium.
AGA supports the improvement of the NSS and its alignment with international recommendations, standards and best practices

- **Light peer review**
  - Compliance of the reviewed NSI in particular with Principles 1-6 and 15 of the European Statistics Code of Practice;
  - Coordination role of the NSI within the statistical system;
LPR assess progress made by MONSTAT with regard to the institutional aspects
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN AGA AND LPR

- Both mission are very important for both, ENP and for EST countries. As a deep analyses of whole statistical system AGA gives qualitative recommendation which will serve as a good starting point for LPR, which, from the other side gives recommendation for NSI.

- MONSTAT can serve as good example who have big benefit from both mission. Trough AGA one of the recommendation was given for the Law on statistics. In the two years period we success to implement all recommendation in new Law on statistics, saw in the period on duration of LPR the new Law was adopted.

- MONSTAT staff work hard to meet as many of the recommendations, and the first tangible results were the new Law on statistics.

- Good interinstitutional cooperation (during both mission which is also important for function off whole statistical system)
BENEFITS FROM TWO DIFFERENT ASSESSMENTS

- Adopted global assessment
  First assessment mission – learning by doing

- Light peer review
  Well trained staff
  Already implement some of given recommendations through AGA
2005 - The first Law on Montenegro Statistical System adopted

LEGAL Structure

Statistical system is defined by following legal acts:

- Law on Public State Administration
  
  *In Article 28, paragraph 4: Administration bodies shall be established as independent administration bodies if the performance of professional and therewith related administrative affairs request scientific and special expert methods of work or knowledge to be applied or if there is no condition for ministries to be established in certain administration area, as well as if in the case when it is regulated by the special law.*

- Regulation on Organization and Work of Public Administration

- Law on Official Statistics and Statistical System of Montenegro
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